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Florida House of Representatives - 1983

HB 977

By Representative Drage
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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to licensure of motor vehicle

manufacturers, factory branches, distributors,

and importers; adding a subsection (15) to s.

320.64, Florida Statutes, relating to grounds

for denial, suspension, or revocation of
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license, to provide additional grounds;
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

11

Section 1.

Subsection (15) is added to section 320.64,

Florida Statutes, to read:

13

320.64

14

Denial, suspension, or revocation of license;

grounds.--A license may be denied, suspended, or revoked

15

within the entire state or at any specific location or

16

locations at which a licensee engages in business and at which

17

a violation of ss. 320.60-320.70 has occurred, on the

18

following grounds:

19

(15)

20

Notwithstanding the terms of any franchise

21

agreement, and unless it can be shown that a licensee's

23

licensee has failed to indemnify and hold harmless its

franchised dealer is actively negligent, the applicant or

22

24

25

1

franchised dealers against any judgment or settlement for
damages, including, but not limited to, court costs and

26 1 reasonable attorney's fees of the new motor vehicle dealer,
27

28

1

arising out of complaints, claims, or lawsuits based upon such

grounds as strict liability, negligence, misrepresentation,

291 warranty, express or implied, or rescission of the sale as

301 described in s. 672.608, to the extent that the judgment or
311 settlement relates to the alleged defective or negligent
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70-72-3-3
manufacture, assembly, or design of new motor vehicles, parts,
21 or accessories or other functions of the manufacturer.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983. 11.23

*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY

10

11

1.22

With respect to the licensure of motor vehicle
manufacturers, factory branches, distributors, and
importers, provides that the failure of the applicant or
licensee to indemnify and hold harmless its franchised
dealers against certain judgments or settlements for
damages relating to defective or negligent manufacture,
assembly, or design shall be grounds for denial,
suspension, or revocation of license.

12
13
14
15

16
17

l8
19

20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31
2
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1

SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS/�ND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
I
/
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ANALYST
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1. Gar�i-ul-o-J.
2.

3. �

SUBJECT:

SUMMARY:
A.

ACTION

1. tr
----2.
3.
BILL NO. AND SPONS@

Liability for motor
vehicle defects
I.

REFERENCE

SB 793 by
Senator Langley
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reproduced by
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Serles

/�

Present Situation:
Every manufacturer, distributor, factory branch or importer of
new motor vehicles must be licensed in order to engage in
business in this state.
Section 320.64 specifies several grounds for denial,
suspension, or revocation of the license.
Presently, indemnification of the dealer by the manufacturer is
not a matter addressed by statute. Whether or not the dealer
will be indemnified by the manufacturer in a suit in which both
are named as defendants is currently controlled by case law
applying the equitable principle of indemnity.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The bill establishes as an additional ground for denial or
revocation of a manufacturer's license, failure of the
manufacturer to indemnify its franchised dealers in any
judgment or settlement for damages to the extent that the
judgment or settlement relates to the alleged defective or
negligent manufacture, assembly, or design of new motor
vehicles, parts, accessories or other functions of the
manufacturer.
Such failure would be justified only when it can be shown that
the dealer was actively negligent.
Indemnification by the manufacturer would be required
notwithstanding the terms of any franchise agreement, and would
include but not be limited to court costs and reasonable
attorney fees incurred by the dealer.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
None.

B.

Government:
None.

III.

COMMENTS:
The primary thrust of the bill is to preclude a manufacturer from
insulating himself from indemnifying his dealers in the franchise
agreement and to require manufacturer indemnification of attorney
fees and litigation costs of a franchised dealer who has been
completely exonerated from liability, whether or not the

1./

0
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Page

manufacturer is ultimately adjudged guilty of the alleged
wrongdoing.
IV.

AMENDMENTS:
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Liability for motor
vehicle defects
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I.

SUMMARY:
A.
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Present Situation:
Every manufacturer, distributor, factory branch or importer of
new motor vehicles must be licensed in order to engage in
business in this state.
Section 320.64 specifies several grounds for denial,
suspension, or revocation of the license.
Presently, indemnification of the dealer by the manufacturer is
not a matter addressed by statute. Whether or not the dealer
will be indemnified by the manufacturer in a suit in which both
are named as defendants is currently controlled by case law
applying the equitable principle of indemnity.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The bill establishes as an additional ground for denial or
revocation of a manufacturer's license, failure of the
manufacturer to indemnify its franchised dealers in any
judgment or settlement for damages to the extent that the
judgment or settlement relates to the alleged defective or
negligent manufacture, assembly, or design of new motor
vehicles, parts, accessories or other functions of the
manufacturer.
Such failure would be justified only when it can be shown that
the dealer was actively negligent.
Indemnification by the manufacturer would be required
notwithstanding the terms of any franchise agreement, and would
include but not be limited to court costs and reasonable
attorney fees incurred by the dealer.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
None.

B.

Government:
None.

III.
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COMMENTS:
The primary thrust of the bill is to preclude a manufacturer from
insulating himself from indemnifying his dealers in the franchise
agreement and to require manufacturer indemnification of attorney
fees and litigation costs of a franchised dealer who has been
completely exonerated from liability, whether or not the
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2

manufacturer is ultimately adjudged guilty of the alleged
wrongdoing.
IV.

AMENDMENTS:
No. 1 by Transportation: Specifies that the settlement referred to
in the bill must be one agreed to in writing by the manufacturer.
Provides that the amount for which the manufacturer indemnifies a
franchised dealer would be reduced by any offset for vehicle use
recovered by the dealer.
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An act relating to licensure of motor vehicle

manufacturers, factory branches, distributors,
and importers; adding a subsection (15) to s.
for denial, suspension, or revocation of
providing an effective date.
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1. 4
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320.64, Florida Statutes, relating to grounds
license, to provide additional grounds;
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Serles-

Section 1.

12

Subsection (15) is added to section 320.64,

Florida Statutes, to read:

13

320.64

l,l

rP
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

11

.s

Denial, suspension, or revocation of license;

l:enc
1. 7

1.8
1.9

1.10

15

grounds.--A license may be denied, suspended, or revoked

1/

locations at which a licensee engages in business and at which ! 1.12

16

within the entire state or a·t any specific location or

181

a violation of ss. 320.60-320. 70 has occurred, on the

19

21

1.13

agreement, and unless it can be shown that a licensee's

1.15

licensee has failed to indemnify and hold harmless its

1.16

Notwithstanding the terms of any franchise

22

franchised dealer is actively negligent, the applicant or

2,!

franchised motor vehicle dealer against any judgment for

23;

11.11

following grounds:
(15)

20

l:lus

25

damages or settlement agreed to in writing by the applicant or I 1.17

27

reasonable attorney's fees of the motor vehicle dealer,

1.19

grounds as strict liability, negligence, misrepresentation,

1.20

licensee, including, but not limited to, court costs and,

26

28

!

29
30 iI
I

31 I

arising out of complaints, _claims, or lawsuits based uoon such
warranty, express or implied, or recision of the sale as

described in s. 672.608, less any offset for use recovered by
1
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186-386-5-3
the licensee's franchised motor vehicle dealer�_�nd only to

1. 22

the extent that the �ment or settlement relates to the

5i

alleged defective or negligent manufacture, assembly, or

1. 23

design of new motor vehicles, parts� or accessories or other

1. 24

functions of the manufacturer.
Section 2.

8

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.
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HOUSE SUMMARY
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With respect to the licensure of motor vehicle
manufacturers, factory branches, distributors, and
importers, provides that the failure of the applicant or
licensee to indemnify and hold harmless its franchised
dealers against certain judgments for damages or
settlements relating to defective or negligent
manufacture, assembly, or design shall be grounds for
denial, suspension, or revocation of license.
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COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY
HB 977
SPONSOR(S)
SUBJECT:
I.

__Drage__________
___,;;

OTHER COMM. REFERENCE:-------PREPARED BY:

-------------

Motor vehicle manufacturersSTAFF DIRECTOR Richard Hixson

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:

Currently, ss. 320.60-320.70, Florida Statutes, provide for the
licensure by the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles.of
motor vehicle manufacturers, factory branches, distributors and im
porters. Specifically, s. 320.64, Florida Statutes, sets forth the
grounds by which the Department may deny, suspend or revoke such license.
B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes:

HB 977 would expand the specific grounds for denial, suspension or
revocation under 320.64, Florida Statutes, and authorizes the Depart
ment to take such action against the applicant or licensee when the
motor vehicle manufacture, factory branch, distributor, or importer
fails to indemnify and hold harmless its franchised dealers on judg
ments arising from defects under implied or express warrenty. Such
judgments must relate to defection or negligent manufacture, assembly
or designs of the vehicle, or other functions related to the manufacturer.
This provision would apply regardless of the terms of any franchise
agreement.
II.

FISCAL IMPACT:

There may be additional costs to a motor vehicle manufacturer, distributor,
or importer depending on the franchise agreements in effect; however,
such additional costs, if any, are indeterminable.
III.

IV.

COMMENTS:
This bill appears to support the principles of HB 885, "The Motor Vehicle
Warranty Enforcement Act" previously reported favorable by this Committee,
and would authorize the Department to take licensure action based on
motor vehicle warranty actions. The Senate Companion SB 793 was reported
favorabl y by the Transportation Committee and is on the Senate Calendar.
AMENDMENTS:
The bill was amended and made into a committee substitute to provide that
any judgment recovered under the terms of the provision should be offset
by whatever amount the dealer recovered for use of the vehicle by the
owner. The amendments conform the bill to the Senate companion.
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
STAFF DIREC
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Liability for motor
vehicle defects
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REFERENCE

ACTION
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2.
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WITHDRAWN

BILL NO. AND SPONSOR:
CS/HB 977 by Judiciary &
Representative Drage

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Every manufacturer, distributor, factory branch or importer of
new motor vehicles must be licensed in order to engage in
business in this state.
Section 320.64 specifies several grounds for denial,
suspension, or revocation of the license.
Presently, indemnification of the dealer by the manufacturer is
not a matter addressed by statute. Whether or not the dealer
will be indemnified by the manufacturer in a suit in which both
are named as defendants is currently controlled by case law
applying the equitable principle of indemnity.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The bill establishes as an additional ground for denial or
revocation of a manufacturer's license, failure of the
manufacturer to indemnify its franchised dealers in any
judgment or settlement agreed to in writing for damages to the
extent that the judgment or settlement relates to the alleged
defective or negligent manufacture, assembly, or design of new
motor vehicles, parts, accessories or other functions of the
manufacturer.
Such failure would be justified only when it can be shown that
the dealer was actively negligent.
Indemnification by the manufacturer would be required
notwithstanding the terms of any franchise agreement, and would
include but not be limited to court costs and reasonable
attorney fees incurred by the dealer. The amount of
indemnification by the manufacturer would be reduced by any
offset for vehicle use recovered by the dealer.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
None.

B.

Government:
None.

©@[PL{
reproduced by
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REVISED:
DATE:

III.
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BILL NO. CS/HB 977
Page

2

COMMENTS:
The primary thrust of the bill is to preclude a manufacturer from
insulating himself from indemnifying his dealers in the franchise
agreement and to require manufacturer indemnification of attorney
fees and litigation costs of a franchised dealer who has been
completely exonerated from liability, whether or not the
manufacturer is ultimately adjudged guilty of the alleged
wrongdoing.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:

None.
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SB 793

By Senator Langley-

A bill �o be ent�tled

1
2

An act relating to licensure o! rnc�cr vehicle

3

manufactu=ers, factory b�anches, Ois��ibutors,

4

and importers; adding a subsection (15) to s.

5

320.64, Florida Statutes, relating to grounds

6

for denial, suspension, or revocation of
license, to provide additional grounds;
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providing an effective date.

9
10

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

11
12
13
14

Section l.

Subsection (15) 1s added to section 320.64,

Florida Statutes, to read:
320. 64

Denial, suspension, 01.· :·evocation of license;

15

grounds.--A license may be denied, suspended, or revoked

16

within the entire s�ate or at any speci�ic location or

17

locations at which a licensee engages in business and at which

18

a violation of ss. 320.60-320.70 has occurred, on the

19

following grounds:

20

( 15)

Notwithstanding the terms of any franchise

21

agreement, and unless it can be shown that a licensee's

22

franchised dealer is actively negligent, the acclicant or

23

licensee has failed to indemnify and hold harmless its

24

franchised dealers against any 1udg�ent or settlement for

25

damages, including, but not limited to, court costs and

26

reasonable attornev's fees of the new motor vehicle dealer,

27

arising out of comclaints, claims, or lawsuits based ucon such

28

grounds as strict liabilitv, negligence, misrecresentation,

29

warranty, express or implied, or rescission of �he sale as

30

described in s. 672.608, to the extent that the judgment or

31

settlement relates to the alleged defective or negligent
l
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1

manufacture, assembly, or design of new motor vehicles, parts,

2

or accessories or other functions of the manufacturer.

3
4

Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1983.

5

*****************************************

6

HOUSE SUMMARY

7

With respect to the licensure of motor vehicle
manufacturers, factory branches, distributors, and
importers, provides that the failure of the applicant or
licensee to indemnify and hold harmless its franchised
dealers against certain judgments or settlements for
damages relating to defective or negligent manufacture,
assembly, or design shall be grounds for denial,
suspension, or revocation of license.

8
9
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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SENATE COMMITTEE AMENDMENT

HB

No._ ____
_
_
(favorably)

The Committee on.. Transportation...... recommended the following
amendment which was moved by Senator...............and adopted:
and failed:
I
Amendment
i
On page .... 1 ....., lines..24-31 ..., strike
all of lines 24 through 31
51

©@l(J)U
reproducfd by
ES
FLORIDA STAT ARCHIV
DEPARTMENTiOF STATE
R. A. GRAY UILDING

-02/
Tallahassee, FL 132399

8,
9

I

Serles
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ciarton �

I

10
11

and insert:

12

franchised motor vehicle dealer against any judgment for

13

damages or settlement agreed to in writing by the applicant or

14

licensee, includin1, but not limited to, court costs and

15

reasonable attorney's fees of the motor vehicle dealer,

16

arisinq out of complaints, claims, or lawlsuits based upon

17

such grounds as strict liability, negligence,

18

misrepresentation, warranty, express or implied, or recision

19

of the sale as described in s. 672.608, less any offset for

20

use recovered by the licensee's franchised motor vehicle

21

dealer, and only to the extent that the judgment or settlement

22

relates to the alleged defective or negligent

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

I
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TO:

Representative Tom Drage

FROM:

Bill Owen

DATE:

April 4, 1983

RE:

Indemnity Legislation Proposed by Florida Automobile
Dealers Association

FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250
Serles

/

8'

Carton/ Z

i0

----------------------------------------------------------------This memorandum is submitted to you for informational
purposes in connection with the indemnity legislation which you
were kind enough to file on behalf of FADA.
I am enclosing herewith copies of two DCA decisions [Pender
v. Skillcraft Industries, Inc., 358 So.2d 45 (Fla. 4th DCA 1978)
and Maple Chair Company v. Badcock, 385 So.2d 1036 (Fla. 1st DCA
1980)) which illustrate the problems and potential dif�iculties
which we are attempting to address with the proposed legislation.
First, the operation of indemnity as set forth in Pender is
acceptable to FADA. However, since Pender holds that the
obligation of the manufacturer to indemnify its retailer arises
by express or implied contract, we feel the proposed legislation
is needed in order to prevent automobile manufacturers from
limiting their indemnity obligation by language incorporated into
the franchise agreements with dealers.
Secondly, as I read the opinion in the Maple Chair Company
case, a manufacturer's obligation to indemnify its retailer is
dependent on a finding of'fault on the part of the manufacturer.
Under this interpretation of indemnify, a manufacturer would not
be obligated to indemnify its retailer in any case which was
settled or otherwise terminated without a finding of fault on the
part of the manufacturer. The proposed legislation is intended

to provide for indemnification for the dealer in every case
except those situations when the dealer is actively at fault.
I hope this gives you some insight into the Association's
reasons for requesting the proposed legislation.
I am available
at your request and convenience to discuss any feature of the
legislation in more detail.
WCO/nsh
Enclosures
cc:

Mr. David D. Jeffries
Executive Vice President - FADA
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rendered by the Circuit Court, Brevard
County, Virgil B. Conkling, J., upon advcf3e
jury verdict in a strict liability c.=e. The
District Court of Appeal, Schwartz., Alan
R., A53ociatc Judge, held plaintiffs' coun
sel's improper reference to Ford Pinto and
Firestone 500 cases, notwithsL'lnding fact
that trial judge had twice sustained oLjec
tions to �uch refnences during the cour.ie
of the trial, was not so innammatory as to
dcstroy defendant's right to fair tri;d and
thus to constitute fundamental error;
therefore, defendant, who mark no conLcm
porancous objections to the argument and
raised issue only in motion for mistrial afLcr
jury had lx,en inslrucLcd and had retired to
consider its verdict, failed to preserve the
issue for review.
Affirmed.

Appeal and Error =207
ln strict liability action against manu
facturer of allegedly defective lawn tractor,
plaintiffs' counsel's improper reference in
final argument to Ford Pinto and Firestone
500 cases, notwithstanding fact that trial
judge had twice sustained objections to
such references during course of the trial,
was not so innammatory as to destroy de
fendant's right to fair trial and thus to
constitute fundamenL,l error; therefore,
defendant which made no contemporaneous
objections to the argument and raised issue
only in motion for mistrial after jury had
been instructed and had retired to consider
its verdict, failed to preserve the issue for
review.
Ernest J. Rice, Orlando, for appclhnt.s.

Hale Baugh of Stromire, Westman, Lintz,
Baugh, McKinley, Antoon, ClifLon &
Pearce, P.A., Cocoa, for appcllees.
SCHWARTZ, ALAN R., Associate Judge.

The defendant below, the manufacturer
of an allegedly defective lawn tractor, ap
peals from a judgment rendered against it
upon an adverse jury verdict in a strict
liability case. The only point _which gives
us pause concerns th� rebu ttai portion of
the plaintiffs' final argument, in which

coun3cl improperly referred to the Foru

Pinto and Fire!ltone 500 c11.�, notwilh!!.t.and

ing the !acl that the trial judge had'twi�
susUJ.ined objection!! to !luch �fercn�a dur-
ing lhe counie o! the trial. While/we cer-

tainly do not approve of thi, conduct the
record show!! that defense coun.�cl made no
contemporaneous objections to' the argu
ment at the time it wr� made and raised
the issue Lclow only in a motion for mistrial
after lhe jury had been instruc! l'd anrl had
retired to consider its verclicl. Since the
comment, taken in context, was not so in
nammatory as to destroy the dcfenrhnt..s'
right to a fair trial and thus to constitute
fundamental error, it is n.p)'arcnl that the
mistrial motion came far too late to pre
serve the issue for review. Sec Suite v.
Cumbie, 380 So.2d 1031 (Fla.1980); Ba 6gctt
v. Davis, 124 Fla. 701, J 69 So. 372 ( J 936);
Bishop v. Wat.$on, 367 So.2d 1073 (Fla 3d
DCA 1979); Sears, Roebuck & Co. v. McA
foos, 303 So.2d 336 (Fla.3d DCA 1974); H.J.
Holding Co. v. D:idc County, 129 So.2d C93
(Fla.3d DCA 19G1). We find no other error,
and the judgment below is therefore
AFFlrl.MED.
COBB and FHANK D. UPCHURCH ' J r·•
J J ., concur.
w ----------

0 � <[ThliS8[RITl1[W
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MAPLE CHAIR COMPANY, a Foreign
Corporation au!horizcd to do business
in the State of Florida, Appellant,
V.

W. S. BADCOCK CORPORATION, a
corporation authoriz.ed to do business
in the St.ate of Florid a, Appcllee.
No. SS-39.

District Court of Appeal of Florida,
First Districl
June 5, 1980.
Rehearing Denied July 28, 1980.

Chair manufacturer appealed summary
judgment granted by Uie Circuit Court.

MAPLE CHAIR CO. v. W. S. BADCOCK CORP.
Cltt u, FlA.App., 385 So.2d I Olli

Alachua County, John A. H. Murphree, J.,
awarJing attorney fees lo retailer lo be
assessed against manu facturcr after fincling
that retniler was entitled to inrlcmnity from
manuf:icturcr in consumer's products lial.Jility suit. The District Court of Appeal, Larry G. Smith, J., held that retailer was not
entitled to such award where there had
been no finding of a judgment of liability
on consumer's suit against man_ufacturer.
Rever:;cd and remanded.
1. Indemnity =13.5

was

Retailer; which
found to have been
entitled to indemnity against chair manu
·facturer in consumer's products liability
suit, was not entitled to award assessing its
attorney fees against manufacturer where
there had been no finding of a judgment of
liability on consumer's suit against manu
facturer.
2. Indemnity =l
"Indemnity" is right which enures to
person who has discharged a duly which is
owed by him but which, as belween himself
and another, should have been discharged
by the other.
See publication Words and Phrases
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.
Peter J. Kellogg, of Grissett, Humphries
& N eder, Jacksonville, for appellant.
Carle A. Felton, Jr., of Boyd, Jenerette,
Lee mis & Staas, Jackson ville, for appellee.
LARRY G. SMITH, Judge.
Maple Chair Company appeals a summary
judgment awarding attorney's fees to ap
pellee, W. S. Baclcock Corporation. Maple
Chair contends that although Badcock was
required to defend a products liability suit
brought against them jointly by a purchaser
of a defective rocking chair, which was
manufactured by Maple Chair and sold by
Badcock, the award of attorney's fees lo
Badcock on the theory of indemnification
under the active-passive negligence rule
wa:i premature, since no judgment has yet

Fla.
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been recovered by the customer against Mapie Chair. We ah'Tee with this contention,
and reverse.
ln the customer's action against the parties, Badcock cross-claimed against ;,1aple
Chair for indemnity, based upon its allegation that since Maple Chair was the manufacturer, Maple Chair's negligence, if any,
was active, whereas BadcofLcouldbe.guilty
only of passive nggligenc� .in that it ddiY:
erc·d-th_c..rocki;g chair to the customer without removing ·ic-rr·om U1e · -ficka"ge�- Bad:
cock-a11pliea· fo;· -�--p;·rti;I SU-� mary judg
ment on its cross-claim against Maple
Chair, and the trial court, agreeing with
Badcock's contention that its negligence, if
any, was passive in nature, found that Bad
cock was entitled lo indemnity from Maple
Chair, and awarded attorney's fees, the
amount to be considered at a later date.
Badcock subsequently moved for and was
�nled a summ:_ �ry judgment on !�.e �_J_ai_m
of theplii.inlif'f in the main suit, and its
;riplic:ation for assessment of attor�ey's
fees against Maple Chair was then grant�d
by the trial court. Meanwhile, there has
b<cen no trial of the plaintiffs action
against Maple Chair, and there has been no
_Qr1ding of a judgment of liability on the
plaintiff's suit against Maple Chair.
We agree with Maple Chair's position
that the two cases, Insurance Company of
North America v. King, 340 So.2d 1175
(Fla.4th DCA 1976), and Pender v. Skill
craft Industries, Inc., 358 So.2d 45 (Fla.4th
DCA 1978), do not support the aw:ird of
attorney's fees in this case. The distin
guishing feature is that in each of those
cases a judgment had been rendered
against one defendant before indemnifica
tion was allowed to the other defendant.
Here, Badcock has received an award of
attorney's fees even though no judgment
has been entered against it or Maple Chair_
T1e position of Maple Chair is supported
by Diaz v. Western Venturers, Inc., 467
F.2d 1361 (5th Cir. 1972), in which a ship
repairman brought an action against a ship
owner for personal injuries and lost income.
The shi po wner filed a third party action for
indemnification again5t the repairman's
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employer. Bccau� Diat wu unable to
prove that his injuries occurred o n the ship
in question, the c ourt found that lhe i5sue
of whether or not there had been a breach
of warranty of workmanlike performance
had never been reached. The court said

Maple Chair hiu lx:en ,iruilty o! the wroni
ful acls allq;cd in the suit ag ainst ll
The summary final judgment awllrdini
attorney's fees to appcllee-Badcock is re
versed, and the cnu5e is remanded.
MILLS, C. J., and SHIVEHS, J., concur.

w ....________

O � S[lkUSbl'IT\1[�

Erik JOHNSON, as Penrnnal Rl"prcscntil
tive of the Esble of Nancy M.
Johnson, Deceased, Appdlanf..
v.
Robert G. MULLEE, M.D., and Aetna
Casually & Surely Company,
Apprllee&.

No. MM---430.
District Court of Appeal of Florida,
First DistricL
June 6, 1980.
Rc11earing Denied Aug. 8, 1980.

Personal representative of decea.sed pa
tient \.Jrought action against physician alleg
The Circuit
ing medical malpractice.
Court, Alachua Count y, Theron A. Yawn,
Jr., J., granted final summary judgment for
defendant, ruling that plaintiff's action was
barred by statute of limitations, and plain
tiff appealed. The District Court of Ap
peal, McCord, J., held that the :-ipplicable
statute of limitations was one which was in
eff eel during period when decedent discov
ered her cause of action, which was when
she learned that her cancer had metasta
sized beyond surgically removed portions of
her body, and thus her action, which\ was
filed within two years of such date, was not
barred by the applicable statute.

PENDER v. SKILLCRAFT INDUSTRIES, INC.
Cllt u, fl�.App., J58 S-0.2d 4S

Fla.
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state cause of action for her own personal
Martha PENDER, Appellant.
Y.

SKILtCRAFT INDUSTRIES, INC.,
et al� Appetlces.

IADE WHOLESALE PRODUCTS, INC.,
d/b/a Eagle Army-Navy Stores,
Inc., Appellant,
v.

Martha PENDER et al., Appcllccs.

.

Nos. 76-1527 and 75-1803.
District Court of Appeal of Flori<la,
Fourth District.
April 10, 1978.
Rehearing Denied May 18, 1978.
In products liability litigation, 1,laintiff
n<l a defendant retailer appealed from the
ircuit Court for Palm Beach County, T. E.
holt.s, J. The District Court of Appeal,
Jdcrman, C. J., held that: (1) there was no
huse of discretion in denial of plaintiff's
ral motion at late stage of trial to amend
roceeciing-s to state cause of action for her
wn personal injuries, in addition lo c;i.uses
f action for electrocution of her son, and
2) where retailer clearly would have hcen
ntitled to indemnification of attorney fees
nd court costs if it had lost in the main
ction and jurlgment had been rendered
gainst it for passive negligence, breach of
�µlied warranty, or strict liability, it was
qually entitled to such indemnification
,here it successfully defended itself in the
nin action.
Judgment in main action affirmed;
urlgment as to indemnity rever.;ed an<l
ause remancied.
.. Plt'.ading =236(3)
In case in which plaintiff sued for
nongful death of son and as administra
.rix of minor son's estate and it was deter
nined that complaint was insufficient to
it.ate ca.use of action for her own per.:;onal
njuries, there was no abuse of discretion in
3enying her oral motion macle at a !ale
1tage of the trial to amen<! her plc:i1linbr--s to

in;unes.

_,

2. Indemnity C= 13.1(3), 13..3
Where <lefccl in clarnp-on light which
caused e l ':'.clrocution was btent anci there
was no evidence that retailer knew or
should have known of the defect, retailer
woulJ have bc:en entitlcrl to indemnification
from manufacturer 1! it ha<l been found
liable on theory of negligence or breach of
implied warranty, and logically the same
result would apply under a strict liability
theory, and such indemnification would in
clu<le attorney fees and costs; thus, whe,e
retailer was wholly exonerated of liability
on all possible theories, it was nonetheless
entilled to indemnification for attorney fees
aml court costs.
3. Indemnity =13
Some nc.,us is required lo support an
implied conlr;ict theory of indemnification.

Rich;inl W. Slawson of Thompson, Tucker
& Slawson, West Palm Beach, for appel
lant-Pender.
Robert B. Bennett, Jr., Sar;isola, for ap
pcllee-Skillcr;ift Industries, Inc.
Michael B. Davis of Walton, Lantaff,
Schroeder & Carson, West Palm Beach, for
appellees-Escom Enterprises, Inc., and
Uniteci States Fidelity & Guaranty Co.
:'obrjorie D. Gadarian of Jones, Paine &
Foster, West Palm Beach, for appcllees
Dade Wholesale Products, Inc., and Consoli
date<l Mut. Ins. Co. as to Case No. 76 1527,
and for appelbnt-Dade Wholesale as to
Case No. 76 1803 .
James S. Robinson, West Palm Be;ich, for
appellees-A. B. Aetna M:rnufacturing Co.
and Greater New York Mut. Ins. Co.
ALDERMAN, Chief Judge.
These consolidated appeals result from
prolracte<l products liability litigation. In
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th� primary 11.clion. Cll.M! No. 76-15Z7, the
p laintiff, Martha Pender, clainu to have
8Ucd the dcfcndanlll (two rel.ail sellers, two
manufadurc111, and their rcspcdive insur
ance carriers) in three distinct capacities:
(1) for her own personal injuries resulting
from an electrical shock; (2) as a statulory
l>cneficiary under the wrong-ful dealh stat
ulc for the ckclroculion dealh of her minor
son; and (3) as administratrix of her minor
son's estale under lhc survival statute.
The sufficiency of the complaint lo stale a
cause of action for her own personal inju
ries became an issue during the trial and
wa.s disposed of adversely lo plaintiff.
fl] Mrs. Pender questions the propriety
of the trial court's order denying her oral
moli0n made al a late stage of the trial lo
amend her pleadings in order lo slate a
cause of action for her own personal inju
ries and refusing lo permit her personal
injury claim to go to the jury. Under the
lotality of the circumslances, we find no
abuse of di�crelion in this regard. She
raised five other points in her lirief; how
ever, al oral argument these points were
waivc<l except as they might apply to the
claim for lier own personal injuries. Since
we find that foe trial court did not. abuse its
discretion in denying her motion to amend
and in refusing to allow her claim for pcr
son::i.1 injuries to go to the jury, we shall not
consider these olher points on appeal.
In the consolidat£d appeal, Case No. 761S03, the cross-appellant, Dade Wholesale
Products, Inc., d/b/a Eagle Army-Navy
Stores, Inc. (retail seller of a defective
clamp-on light that. cont.ribut£d to the elec
trocution of 11.rs. Pender's son), challenges
l!Je trial judge's denial of its claim against
codefcndant Aetna Manµfacturing Co.
(manufacturer of the defective clamp-on
light) and its insurance carrier for indemni
fication for attorney fees and costs of de
fending itself in the primary action. Al
though Dade Wholesale as a retail seller
was exonerated of liability in the primary
action, Aetna as manufacturer was found
liable and judgment was' entered ':igainst it
for $65,000 in the wrongful death action
and for $15,000 in the e state's action; said

judgment having already been uti s (ied.

The trial judge held that since no judgment' \/.
wiu rendered again11l the cros.5-cJaimant. in --- :' /(/
the pri r:i ary action, there was nothing. for
which to indemnify Dade Wholc�ale.

Dade Wholesale hrus alleged nci cxprcu
contractual relationship between It and
Aetna wherein Aetna oLligaled il,clf lo
defend actions Lroughl again!!t D.i,lc, for
injury caused l>y dcfoctive proclucls manu
factured by Aetna. Thus any right to in�
dcmnific.ation would have to be by implied
contract, or one otherwise creakd purely by·
Jaw.
[2) In the present =e there wru1 no
evidence that Dade Wholesale, the relailer,
knew or should have known of the defect in
the clamp-on light; all kslimony was lo the
effect that the defect was laU!nl Thus:if::;)
Dade Wholesale. was found to .have l��n
liable for the death of plaintiff's · minor
child on a negligence theory, it would neces
sarily have been only· pa55ive ncg)igcncei
i
and Dade Wholesale would have thcri:;?.icer ·
entitled to indemnification from "Aetna?
See General Motors Corp. v. CounLy of
Dade, 272 So.2d 192 {Fla. 3d DCA 1973),

cert. denied, 277 So.2d 535 (Fla.1973). Like
wiM.: if Dade had been found liable on a
breach of implied warranty theory, Aetna
would be obligated lo indemnify Dane also
on a breach of implied warranty theory.

}.fims Crane Scnicc, Inc. v. Insley M:inufac

turing Corp., 226 So.2d 836 {Fla. 2d DCA
1969), cerL denied, 234 So.2d 122 (Fla.1969).
Logically the same result woul d apply if
Dade Wholesale would be liable on a strict
liability theory. 1rnd this.court has held
that if a retailer: who is not an active·· ·
wrongdoer according to the evidence at tri
al, is entilled to indemnity from a manufw
turer for a judgment against the retailer
due to its sale of a defective product,'"the
retailer_ is also entitled to· be indemnified :/·
for its attorney's fees and court· ccsts'"iri.::i
curred in defending i�Jf in the primary
action. Insurance Co. of North America v.
King, 340 So.2d 1175 (Fla. 4th DCA 1976).
The difficulty in the present C3.Se, of
cour.-e, is that Dade Wholesale was cxonCJ"
aled of liability on all possible theories (by

Fla.
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cctcd verdict on the strict liability and
gligcncc counts and by jury verdict on
� implied warranty count). Ordin;1rily
e would expect Dade Wholcs;dc to be
�ascd with this; however, in reality, Dade
holesale is being penalized. If Dade
holesale was found to he liable it would
entitled to indemnification not only for
� judgment against it but also for attor
y's fees and court costs. Insurance Co. of
>r!h America v. King, suµr.1. But since
ide Wholesale successfully d�fended itself
. the·main action, the lower court judge
lJ,,that it must bear its own costs of
igation. We perceive no rational justifi
tiowfor su·ch an illogical res�lr.
The. issue is apparently one of first im
cssion in Florida; there are no cases re
iring, under an implied contract theory,
:lcrrinification of attorney's fees aml court
sts to a defendant found not liable from a
defendant who is found liable. But by
sa'me token: there are no �ases prohihit
g- il Wtd)clicve that sound policy consid
ations favor the allowance of indcmnifica
,n· for attorney's fees and court costs un
r:the circumstances of this case.

e

[3] We therefore reverse the lo\,·er
urt's denial of the cross-claim for indern
fication and hold that if a retailer woulcl
!arly have been entitled to indcmnifica
>n of attorney's fees and court costs if it
.d lost in the main action and hacl a juclg
ent'rendered against it (for passivc_;i.cgli
:rice; hrcach-of--impliecl·wa�i'ify'�r strict
,hility)-:-then it will be equally entitlccl lo
ch indemnification in the event that it
oiil<l successfully defend il�elf in the main
tiori:' This presupposes that there is no
1cstion as to entitlement t0 intlcmnific1in if the retailer harl been found liable.
Jr hu!Jing should not lie construed to open
floodgate for cross-claims seeking indem
fic.ation when there is no connection bc1een the cross-claimant and the party
om whom indemnification is :iought.
>me nexus· is required to support an im
iea ·contract.. theory of inclcmnifiration.
�;�n�jir��5:C nt.ca.'le there was clearly privily
· contr,a_ct between the manufacturer and
e reL-iiler �f the defective clamp-on lig-hl.

,
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The judgment tn Case No. 76-1521 is
affirmed.
The jurlgment in Case No. 76 1803 is
reversed and the cause remanded for fur
ther proceedings in accordance with this
opinion.
CROSS, J., and DURANT, N. JOSEPH,
Jr., Associa le Judge, concur.

Eugene Ewan �lORI, Appellant,
v.
B0:\1AC INDUSTRIES, INC, ct
al., Appellees.
No. 76--El9'.l.
District Court of Appeal of Florida,
Fourth District.
April 10, 1978.
Rehearing Denied May 2.1, 1978.

In action involving breach of le;L�e. the
Circuit Court, Browar<l County, George
Richardson, Jr., J., found that certain de
fendant was not individu,illy liahle to plain
tiff and ;iwardc<l plaintiff $500 as damages
ag:iinst defendant corporation, and plaintiff
appealed. The District Court of Appeal,
Fourth District, held that: (1) evidence sup
ported finding that a clcfcndanl was not
lialile individually to plaintiff, but (2) provi
sion for payment of $15,000 as liquidated
damages was not nullified due to fact that
such amount of money was not deposited
because check for the amount wa3 returnc<l
for insufficient funds.
Affirmed, in part; rever.;cd, in part;
anrl remanded with direction!!.
Cros:i, J., dissenlcd and filed opinion.

F.' THOrylAS l,O_NGERBEAM
MOTOR VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
5 DUNWOODY PARK, SUITE 113
ATLANTA. GEOr�GIA 30338

22 April 83
Jane..... As promised..... Repair or Replace info.....
I think this will give you a fair background on the
issue. Good readingr!
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January 17, 1983
MVMA INFORMATION PAPER ON PROPOSED
STATE REPAIR/REPLACE LEGISLATION

The modern automobile is a highly complex machine made
up of some 14,000 parts.

The automobile is more complicated

than virtually any other single item a person owns.

It is

the se�ond largest expenditure that most consumers make in
their lifetimes.

Of the 110,000,000 vehicles in use everyday

only a small number are not repaired properly and promptly.
Provisions are currently in existence to resolve problems
with vehicles not repaired satisfactorily.
Every new car buyer receives an owner's manual which spells
oi..rt.the procedure to register a complaint with the manufacturer,
cdncerning the vehicle or the vehicle's service related problems.
The procedure is simple.

The first step is for the consumer to

contact the dealer who sold or serviced the vehicle and register
the complaint.

If the consumer is not satisfied with the dealer's

action the consumer may then contact the manufacturer, through
the procedures outlined in the owner's manual and request further

MVMA represents U.S. automobile, truck and bus manufacturers
producipg more than 99 percent of all domestic motor vehicles.
MVMA members are: American Motors Corporation; Chrysler
Corporation; Ford Motor Company; General Motors Corporation;
International Harvester Company; Mack Trucks, Inc.; M.A.N.
Truck & Bus Corporation; PACCAR Inc; Volkswagen of America,
Inc.; and Volvo North America Corporation.
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assistance.

The vast majority of all complaints handled through

the regular procedures are resolved to the consumer's satisfac
tion.
Consumers who still remain dissatisfied have the option to
use independent dispute resolution systems which manufacturers
and some dealer associations have established.

There is no

charge to the consumer for these services and they are easily
accessible, timely and avoid expensive litigation.

In the

unlikely situation that dispute resolution cannot resolve the
problem a consumer may commence an action at law either under
common law, state Uniform Commercial Code provisions or under
Federal Magnusson-Moss warranty provisions.
�

In view of presently available remedies which are less

e�pensive to consumers than litigation, new legislation is
unnecessary.

It's reasonable to expect that expenses incurred

by manufacturers from increased litigation may be passed on to
consumers.
This type of legislation

could lead to an over reaction

both on the part of vehicle repair persons and consumers.

If

a consumer brings a vehicle into the repair shop with a carburetor
problem, and the proposed legislation is in effect, then the
tendency on the part of the mechanic may be to replace the
entire carburetor rather than attempt to make a more minor (less

- 3 -

expensive) repair.

This would be done to insure that the

vehicle is repaired within the specified number of attempts.
Also, this new legislation could increase the number of
repair visits on the part of the general public.

This

cumulative increase of repa;_r visits could lead to increased
costs to consumers.
The proposed legislation could discourage manufacturers
from increasing warranty time and mileage limitations at a
time when most consumers have been responding favorably to
the increased length of their warranties.
Equity

and reason demand that manufacturers should not

be burdened with the sole responsibility for errors beyond
their control.

This would happen if legislation were enacted

wftich immunizes dealers from any liability even when their acts
i� performing or failing to perform repairs cause or contribute
to a service problem.

Imposing such vicarious liability upon

the manufacturers is of questionable constitutional validity
and certainly an unwise public policy.

Problems may have

been aggra�ated by communications difficulties between the
consumer and dealer service personnel.

Unless legislation

specifically requires that the manufacturer be directly
notified of a consumer's on-going problems, the manufacturer
may not have an opportunity to repair the automobile before
being required to replace the vehicle or refund the purchase
price.

- 4 The Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association member
companies strongly believe that consumer satisfaction is
their number one priority.
competitive.

Our member companies are extremely

Solving warranty problems quickly and efficiently

is in their best interest.

Each manufacturer is fully aware

that a disappointed consumer will look elsewhere.

REPAIR/�EPLACE LEGISLATION

CALI FD R-J IA
Civil 1793.2
TYPE OF VEHICLES
EFF1X:TED

A new rrotor vehicle
which is used or oought
for use pr.ururily for
personal, f2Jn.ily or
household puq:oses.
(4)(B)

AIA

CONNI:rTIO.JI'
Public Act 82-287
Law 1982

A nC'H rrotor vehicle
A passenger rrotor
.,,,tlich is used or oought vehicle or a passenger
for use primarily for
and CX)!TTT€rcial rrotor
personal, f.:.unily or
vehicle, purchased
household pw-i::oses.
other than for purposes
(4)(ii)
of resale. (a)

ALTERNATIVE PR)FQSAL

passenger rrotor
vehicle defined under
applicable state
statute, purchased
other than for the
purposes of resale
and nonnally used for
personal, family or
household pw.-i::oses.
A

( i.1)

DEFDHTION OF
NOtK:CNFDRt-UTY 11
II

PERIOD OF
MANUFACTURER'S
LIABILITY

Substantially imparis
the use, value, or
safety of the new
rrotor vehicle. (4) (A)

Substantially impairs
the use, value or
safety of a new rrotor
vehicle. (4)(i)
A "sarre noncxmfonni ty"
is any malfLIDction
affecting the s�
part or cx:rrp::ment.
(4) (iii)

One year fran delivery One year fran delivery
to buyer or 12,000
to buyer or 12,000
miles whichever occurs miles whichever COIT'es
first. (c) (1)
first. (e) (1)

Substantially inpairs
Substantially impairs
use and value of rrotor use and nurket value
vehicle. (c) (1)
of rrotor vehicle.
(c)( l)

The tenn of express
warranties or the
d
period of one year
folla,.;ing the date of
delivery, whichever
is the earlier date.

The tenn of the
express warranty or
one year follawing
delivery, whichever
is the earlier date.
(b)

(b)

10/82

CALIFORNIA
Buyer must notify the
TYPE Of N0fIFICATION m:.-inufacturer only if
REQUIRED FIOM BUYER
the rn.--:mufacturcr has
'ID MANUFACTURER
disclosed to the buyer
A"ID/OR DEALER
with the warr2n ty or
the owner' s ITB11ual,
the provisions of the
statute. (e)(l)

Nl]v'.BER OF REPAIR
ATI'EMPTS/ll<\YS our
OF SERVIO:: PERMI'.ITED
BEFORE REMEDY
AVAII.ABLE

AFFIRM\TIVE
DEFENSES

CC-NN1:rI'ICUI'

AJA

ALTERNATIVE ProroSAL

Buyer must directly
notify the ffunufacturer
only if U1c ffi:.tr1U
facturer has disclosed
to the buyer wiU1 the
warranty or the a.mer' s
nunual me provjsions
of the statute. (c) (1)

Manufacturer only
Manufacturer only
liable under statute if liable under statute
the consUITer reports
if U1e ITBnufacturer
the nonconformity to
has received prior
the manufacturer, its
direct notification
agent or its authorized from the consl.lrrer
dealer during the term
and an opportunity
of express warranty or
to cure me alleged
within one year. (b)
defect. (d)

Four or rrore repair
attempts and me buyer
has at least once
directly notified me
manufacturer of the
need for repair of the
nonconfonni ty or the
vehicle is out of
service for 30 calendar
days. (e) (l)

Four or nore repair
attempts 'which shall
include a minimlll11 of
t:wD repair attempts
after direct notifi
cation for repair by
U1e buyer to the manu
facturer or the vehicle
is out of service 30
calendar days which
shall include at least
10 calendar days after
di1-cct notificc1tion by
the buyer to the m:.mu
facturer. (c} (l} (i)

Four or ITDre repair
Four repair attempts
attempts or the vehicle or the vehicle is out
of service 30 or rrore
is out of service 30
business days. (d)
or rrore calendar days.

None.

None.

(d)

Non<X>nformity does not
substantially impair
use and value or that
a nonconformity is the
result of abuse,
neglect or unauthorized
rrodifications or
alterations of a rrotor
vehicle by a consurrer.
(c) (1) (2)
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Nonconformity does not
substantially inpair
such use and ma.rket
value or that a non
conformity is the
result of abuse,
neglect or unauthor
ized rrodifications or
alterations of a rrotor
vehicle by a consurrer.
(c)

.,

CALllDRNIA

A.IA

e manufacturer shall
ether replace the gcxxls
r reirrburse the buyer
in an arrount egua l to
the purchase price paid
lby the buyer, less that
arrount directly attritable to use by the
5uyer prior to the
scovery of the non
conformity. (d)

The manufacturer shall
either replace the goods
or reirrburse the buyer
in an arrount equal to
the purchase pri02 paid
by the buyer, less that
arrrnmt directly attri
butable to use by the
buyer prior to the
discovery of the non
conformity. ( d)

lA dispute system which
corrplies with the FK:'s
'IYPE OF DISPUI'E
!minimum requirerrents for
RE9JLUI'ICN SYSTEM(S) informal dispute settler-.i!lIOi COMPLIES
ln'ent procedures of 16CFR
p::,rt 703 that renders
decisions which are bind
ing on the nunufacturer
if the buyer elects to
accept the decision;
!'which 0ivcs the m11mfacturer .J. rrux1murn of 30
days to corrply. 'TI1is
system must also provide
an annual refX)rt and
conduct annual au::lit and
there must be tirrely
notification of the
dispute resolution
system and its effect to
the buyer. (e) (4)

A dispute system which
complies with the FTC's
minimum requirerrents for
infonnal dispute settlerrent procedures of 16CFR
part 703 that renders
decisions which are bind
ing on the manufacturer
if the buyer elects to
accept the decision;
which gives tJ1e m:mu
facturer a rroximum of 30
days to corrply. 'TI1is
system nrust also provide
an annual rep:>rt and
conduct manual audit.

REMEDY

(c) (3)

-]-

CCNNEX:'I'IClJI'

ALTERNATIVE ProroSAL

Manufacturer must re
place the vehicle wit.!1
a o:xnparible vehicle
or refund the purchas�
price. A reasonable r
allOtJance must be rracle
for use of the vehicle
by the consl.UTer before
his first rep:)rt of
the nonconformity to
the manufacturer,
agent or dealer and
during any subsequent
period when the
vehicle is not out of
service for repairs.
An infonna.l dispute
An informal dispute
settlerrent p:::-ocedure
settlerrent procedure
which o:xnplies with 16 which conplies sub
CFR part 703.
stantially with the
(c) (1) (2)
provisions outlined in
Title 16, CFR part
703. (c)
Manufacturer rrrust replace the vehicle with
a nev: vehicle or refund
the purchase price. A
reasonable allo.,.;ance
must be ITBde for use of
the vehicle by the
consurrer before his
first report of the non
conformity to the ma.nufacturer, agent or
dealer and during any
subsequent i=,eriod when
the vehicle is not out
of service for repairs.

AJA

CALliDRNIA

M)DEL YEAR 'ID
BE EFTIX::TIVE

DEALER

RESKNSIBILITY

Q)NNEX�I'IO.JI'

ALTERNATIVE PRJFOSAL

The law would be
effective for rrotor
vehicles manufactured
after a date in the
future. (Left bL:mk
in the bill) . (5)

None.

None.

None.
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None.
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An act relating to licensure of motor vehicle

3

manufacturers, factory branches, distributors,

4

and importers; adding a subsection (15) to s.

5

320.64, Florida Statutes, relating to grounds

6

for denial, suspension, or revocation of

7

license, to provide additional grounds;

8

providing an effective date.
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
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Subsection (15) is added to section 320.64,

Florida Statutes, to read:
320.64

Denial, suspension, or revocation of license;

15

grounds.--A license may be denied, suspended, or revoked

16

within the entire state or at any specific location or

17

locations at which a licensee engages in business and at which

18

a violation of ss. 320.60-320.70 has occurred, on the

19

follo�ing grounds:

20

I

Section 1.

. 21

( 15)

Notwithstanding the terms of any franchise

agreeme�t:.J. and unless it can be shown that a licensee's

22

franchised dealer is actively negligent, the applicant or

23

licensee has failed to indemnify and hold harmless its

24

franchised motor vehicle dealer ·against any judgment for

25

damages or settlement agreed to in writing by the applicant or

UI

licensee, including, but not limited to, court costs and

27 I reasonable attorney's fees of the motor vehicle dealer,

28 I arising out of complaints, claims, or lawsuits based upon such
291

grounds as strict liability, negligence, misrepresentation,

301

warranty, express or implied, or recision gf the sale as

311

described in s. 672.608, less any offset for use recovered by
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the licensee's franchised motor vehicle dealer, and only to

1. 22

21 the e�tent that the judgment or settlement relates to the
JI a11eged defective or neg1igent manufacture, assembly, or

1.23

41 design of new motor vehicles, parts, or accessories or other

1.24

51 functions of the manufacturer.
6
7

Section

2.

This act sha11 take effect October 1, 1983.

8

*****************************************

9

HOUSE SUMMARY

10
11
12
13
14

With respect to the licensure of motor vehicle
manufacturers, factory branches, distributors, and
importers, provides that the failure of the applicant or
licensee to indemnify and hold harmless its franchised
dealers against certain judgments for damages or
settlements relating to defective or negligent
manufacture, assembly, or design shall be grounds for
denial, suspension, or revocation of license.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25 !
26
27
28
29
30
31
2
are additions.
_
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